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Principle-driven Leadership
High-Performance Teams
Healthy, Positive Cultures
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All Jon Gordon books

Jimmy is an inspiring communicator, facilitator and trainer who challenges businesses, schools, sports teams, and non-profits to maximize their potential and make a difference. His extensive experience as an operator of for-profit and non-profit organizations and as a business consultant gives him unique insight into how to create healthy, high-performance teams and organizations.

Jimmy is an author of several books including One Word That Will Change Your Life, WisdomWalks, PrayFit, True Competitor, and Called to Greatness. He has been featured on CBS News, Fox NY and in numerous magazines, newspapers, and radio shows.

Jimmy is also a certified Nike Sports Performance Coach and hosts a radio program called Fit Fridays that promotes principles that lead to abundant health and life. He and his wife started an innovative cancer foundation called believebig.org following her victory over cancer. As a lifelong athlete, Jimmy is a coach, cyclist, and triathlete. Jimmy is currently an Executive Director for the Fellowship of Christian Athletes - West Division.

Jimmy, his wife, and four amazing kids reside in Colorado.